kafkabureau.net
A Literary Memory Exploration System (LiMES) for ICT-based Literary and Media Studies
(Bernhard Dotzler, Regensburg / Alexander Mehler, Frankfurt / Benno Wagner, Taipei / Christian Wolff, Regensburg)

This interdisciplinary (cross-domain) project opens groundbreaking perspectives for literary scholarship. It
sets out to develop a novel architecture of information systems for exploring multilingual, multimedia and
multilevel (M 3 ) universes of literary data. The work of Franz Kafka and its multilingual and multicultural
field of emergence (the Habsburg Monarchy and the early Czech Republic, the Central European situation
before, during and after WWI) will serve (1) as a paradigmatic case and (2) as an object of its own right.
Building on a European author of global impact, kafkabureau.net will be the first application and instantiation of the LiMES environment for scholarly work. It goes far beyond current approaches to literary scholarship platforms (e.g. goethezeitportal.de, or hypernietzsche.org). Combining text analytics and semantic
web structures with the cooperative potential of social software and offering multiple modes of presentation and interaction, kafkabureau.net will provide the first digital workspace opening up the specific (i.e.
multivocal) informational potential of modern literary text as a tool of cultural memory to researchers,
students, and public users of all levels. The successful implementation of this project will have farreaching consequences for future scholarly and, more generally, cultural modes of making use of literary
print text in a post-Gutenberg culture. Its potential impact reaches beyond the academic sphere, e.g. by
offering a new technology to implement multicontextual readings of literature in secondary education.

Challenges

Our project takes off from three observations:
1) the proto-informatic potential of modern literary text.
Challenged by emerging technical and electronic media (photography and film, telegraph and phone,
electric counting machines), the most sophisticated layers of modern literature anticipate in the medium of
print some basic features and functions of today’s digital media. Authors like Joyce, Proust, or Kafka
redesign the intertextual dimension of literature by making it function beyond the realm of the aesthetic.
The poetic word is no longer restricted to quoting and rewriting literary and cultural tradition. Instead, it is
now devised to trigger complex series of echoes in a synchronic field of statements and voices, reaching
across the entire spectrum of discourses and media. By virtue of such “complex multiphonic allusiveness”,
printed text may be regarded as a “precursor of hypermedia” (Theall 2003-4), as it succeeds in implementing a monomedial intermediality (Dotzler 2008) capable of ‘storing’ and ‘processing’ information of any
kind and origin. In 1984, Jacques Derrida elaborated this analogy by maintaining that Joyce was “in advance, decades in advance, to compute you, control you, forbid you the slightest inaugural syllable be1

cause you can say nothing that is not programmed on this 1000th generation computer [Ulysses, Finnegans Wake] beside which the current technology of our computers and micro-computerfied archives and
translating machines remain a bricolage of a prehistoric child's toys” (Derrida 1984, 147). The last part of
this statement points to the crucial challenge of our project.

2) the (medial and conceptual) inability of print based literary scholarship to conceive of, explore and
make use of this transbiblionomic potential of modern literature.
Obviously, print-based research has limited access to the informational potential described above. These
limits include (a) analytical access to context data (the cultural ‘archive’, to which literary texts are related), (b) display of results, and (c) feedback of research results to the scholarly community. In brief:
although theorists like Kristeva or Barthes thought of literary text as a set of semiotic nodes emerging from
the wider network of pre-existing cultural text, this concept of open intertextuality was eventually discarded, more or less explicitly, for lack of informational manageability. As the cultural ‘archive’ – to
which literature was imagined to be related as an “echo chamber” (Barthes 1978, 81) – exceeded the
digestive power of any scholarly authority, intertextuality was to be “tamed” (Lachmann 1984, 137) by
connecting it to the consciousness, intentions, and preferences of an author subject, and/or the more or less
‘adequate’ operations of a reader subject in retracing the intertextual connections intended by the author
( unjustified limitation of primary data). In this framework, literary texts are questioned for their representative potential as acts of communication. Depending on the reader’s level of sophistication, this communication would result in one or several meanings or the insight into the impossibility of meaning, while
literature’s full connective potential of data storage and processing is necessarily ignored. At the same
time, under these conditions any new reading is only loosely and stochastically informed by previous
readings ( unjustified limitation of secondary data).
3) the failure so far of digitally based literary scholarship to address successfully the challenge of protoinformatic writing.
With these observations (1, 2) in mind, we can look at the transcription (Jäger e.a. 2008) or remediation
(Bolter 2001) of literary texts into digital media and observe a symptomatic bifurcation. On the one hand,
restricting its operations to “traditional objects of philology” (Meister 2005), the new discipline of computer philology gave birth to a huge variety of digital projects that successfully enhance the biblionomic
dimensions of literary texts. On the other hand, it was precisely the enthusiastic reception of hypertext and
hypermedia in the philologies that stood in the way of tackling successfully the transbiblionomic, intertextual potential of literary texts. Too rashly influential authors such as Landow (1997, 2f.) ‘recognized’ the
intertextual dynamics of printed text as an anticipation of digital hypertextuality. This quick analogy only
served to increase the complexity gap between the proto-informatic logic of polyphonic print texts and the
current potential of computer software that Derrida had pointed out in such a poignant way.
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Goals

Against this problematic background our project sets out to develop an innovative digital research environment. Using the work of Franz Kafka as both a paradigmatic and culturally highly significant case, we
aim to build a Literary Memory Information System (LiMES) to systematically address, for the first time,
four crucial desiderata of contemporary and future literary studies:
1.

to unfold and display the proto-informational, essentially connective textual logic of modern litera-

ture, and enable the development of adequate techniques of reading/using such text
2.

to make modern literary text accessible as a unique memory tool for the historical study of media and

culture
3.

to use step (2) as a point of departure for a media theoretical reassessment of the present-day cultural

situation
4.

to enable an up-to-date philological research logic, based on the transcription resp. remediation of

printed text in the digital medium, thereby responding to the overall increased availability and usage of
texts in the digital space.

Kafka as a Paradigmatic Case
The work of Kafka provides an ideal test case for our project. Benjamin’s famous remark – that “Kafka’s
entire work constitutes a codex of gestures” (Benjamin 1981, 18) – may be well transferred from Kafka’s
protagonists to his text itself: to the operation of connecting to other texts and media that is constantly
being executed by certain elements of this text. According to L. Jenny, the secondary language (J. Lotman)
of literature consists of a set of “gestes littéraires” connected to a background of archetypes that they keep
reproducing, transforming, transcending (Jenny 1976, 257). However, Kafka’s poetic gestures go beyond
this definition – they are based on the insight that in the age of hyperliterarization and emerging electronic
media this background has already disintegrated. First of all, it is the polycentric, mass-media based nationalism of the Habsburg Empire that exploits archetypical heritage as a quarry of fragmented “archaisms” to which one may “impart a contemporary sense” (Deleuze/Guattari 1986, 24), according to occasion and point of view. Therefore, the intertextual resonance of Kafka’s poetic gestures – such as the wall
building Chinese, imitating apes, investigating dogs, and the like – runs through and hence connects occidental and oriental mythology, historical narratives, contemporary science and philosophy, and the stereotypes of the mass media (foremost: the printed press) with their immeasurable field of utterances. But
Kafka’s poetic gestures do not only consist of storing and, as recent research has shown, processing (rearranging) the cultural context of his time (Neumann 1996; Wagner 2006); they also imply an ongoing self3

reflection of the medial and institutional foundations of the aforementioned performance. Whenever Kafka
writes about telephone switchboards (America), punching machines (In the Penal Colony), or the bureaucratic circulation of files (The Castle), he transcribes the media dispositives of his time into an
autoreferential protocol of his own mode of connective, intermedial writing. Due to the immense richness
of its significant intertextual resources, and to the enormous poetological and media theoretical awareness
implied in his poetic text, Kafka’s work is an ideal challenge for the development of our novel research
tool, and, last not least, a cultural treasure in its own right, justifying any effort to open it up for public
access.

From high risk to high gain: mutual challenge and recursive interaction as principles for crossdomain cooperation
“In language processing the use of computers is not aimed toward less human effort, or for doing things
faster and with less labor, but for more human work, more mental effort; we must strive to know more
systematically, deeper, and better, what is in our mouth at every moment, the mysterious world of our
words” (Roberto Bursa). Approaching the specific informational potential of modern literature (its intermedial and interdiscursive multivocality) bears as many risks as it has inspired phantasies of cutural and
even politic gains. The philosophy and architecture of this project are designed to avoid the two main
roads to underachievement, or even complete failure, in this respect: (1) adapting the level of analytical
complexity of philological research frameworks to the limited potential of artificial intelligence in understanding complex, multivocal texts (underachievement); (2) to overtax the potential of the digital writing
space, esp. of ‘hypertext’, in displaying the semiotic structure of such texts. Instead, our cooperation
across the humanites/information divide is based on repeatedly asking three questions: (a) in what ways
can existing information technology by modified or further developped to better suit the specific needs of
high level literary scholarship? (b) in what way can the theory and methodology of literary scholarship be
modified or developped to make best possible use of existing information technology? (c) where precisely
in the process of comptuer based philology do we have to locate the interface between human and artificial
intelligence (problem solving) potential? In the framework of kafkabureau.net/LiMES we have designed
four paradigmatic subprojects that will enable us (1) to test our theoretical hypotheses and our practical
guidelines of cooperation in the framework of four cutting edge research perspectives within Kafka scholarship; and (2) to build up a critical mass and complexity of data for the take-off of kafkabureau.net as a
permanently expanding digitital workspace. These subprojects – Kafka’s Intermedia Network/Media
Archaeology (Bernhard Dotzler); Kafka’s War Files – Literature as Cryptology (Benno Wagner); Kafka’s
Czech Context – an Intermedial Exploration (Marek Nekula); Negotiations with Kafka – The Language of
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Zionism (Andreas Kilcher) – will thus function as practical relay units between the philological work
packages (1 and 2, seeproposal), and the informational work packages connecting to them.

Exploring Intertextual Semiotic Space: New Developments in Information Systems

The planned project aims at developing a novel architecture of information systems for exploring multilingual, multimedia and multilevel (M3) universes of literary data whose focal point is given by a single
literary work (Franz Kafka). This data is multilingual as it comprises primary and secondary text in different languages (primarily German and Czech). It is multimedia as it includes various kinds of non-textual
data (ranging from images and videos to sound tracks). Finally, it is stratified into multiple levels as it
concerns experts (scholars from divergent disciplines) as well as non-experts (readers, students etc.). In
order to master this multiplicity the project develops a framework for a Literary Memory Information
System (LiMES) for archiving, processing and exploring a challenging kind of data which has been neglected by the range of existing information systems in spite of its outstanding cultural significance. This
relates to literary data concerning the production and reception of literary works.
The targeted LiMES architecture provides a new type of scholarly digital work environment that is designed to preserve and, at the same time, to enhance our cultural heritage in the area of modern literature
by transcribing into the digital not only the literary text and its (intermedial) context, but also the referential dynamics between them. LiMES will be developed as an information system by analogy to the newest
architecture of information systems. It will focus on integrating, maintaining, analyzing, sharing and
displaying literarily referenced information, in other words: it will offer, for the first time, a systematic
(soundly theorized) and operational approach to the specific knowledge space opened up by modern literature. Thus, in an interdisciplinary effort LiMES will integrate two areas of research – computer science
and literary studies – at a new, transbiblionomic level of complexity. This integration is novel and unique
since it aims at a groundbreaking combination of literary studies, social software and machine learning.
This special integration is explained in the following sections.

Exploring the Hidden Order of Poetic Gestures: A major focus of the planned project is to explore
relations of textual and non-textual data. On the one hand, this relates to topic detection, labelling & tracking of recurrent topic units in literary oeuvres and related matrix texts. On the other hand, the project aims
at reconstructing literary notions from the point of view of semantic web-technologies. That is, literary
categories (as, e.g., poetic gestures) are reconstructed as building blocks (top mode) of a semantic web
whose law-like networking constrains the linkage of the underlying media base (based on textual units,
images and other media). This is the point where computer science is merged with the humanities: instead
of applying classical machine learning, the project allows for controlled interventions by literary scholars,
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media scientists and other researchers (bottom mode) at any stage of text mining. This integration requires
two additional innovations: (1) a novel class of machine learning algorithms based on the common expertise of computer scientists and literary scholars and (2) a novel kind of scientific desktop which integrates
the versatility of web-based information systems with the capabilities of semantic information retrieval to
be applied in the humanities. Both innovations will be provided by LiMES. They are described in the
following sections.

Exploring Literary Data on a Large Scale: Social Software in Service of Literary Studies: A characteristic of LiMES is its coverage of multimedia beyond traditionally text-based data. Here, LiMES will
break new ground in the integration of data mining, social software and feedback based on the expertise of
humanists. This will be done in order to close the gap between high-quality mining of textual and nontextual data. More specifically, a seamless integration of multimedia will be offered in order to contextualize literary studies on a much broader level than provided by state of the art approaches to computing in
the humanities. For this task, novel methods of data mining will be developed which guarantee high-level
semantic annotations by covering large corpora of multimedia data. As the complexity of this task goes
beyond existing approaches to machine learning, the project plans to integrate social software with text
and multimedia mining: while social software is used to enable thousands of scholars to collaboratively
generate high-level semantic annotations of literary data, machine learning is used to guarantee their
consistency. Computer science has shown that this sort of computer-based distributed cognition has a high
potential in problem solving. Machine learning can take an invaluable benefit from this kind of crowdsourcing in order to solve tasks which have been seen to be hardly tractable so far. Following this approach, the project will develop social software for annotating literary data. That is, LiMES will integrate a
Social-Software-based Annotation Management System for the storage, management, maintenance and
retrieval of annotations of multimedia data and their relations. The output annotations will be used for
automatically interrelating visual and textual media in order to close the gap between mining textual and
non-textual data mentioned above. This integration of human and machine learning is highly innovative as
it further develops social software subject to the demands of computer-based literary studies. As a result,
LiMES-based social software will explore areas of intermediality which have been impassable to literary
studies thus far. In summary, instead of trying to automatically explore intermedial relations (by a machine
learning algorithm which is likely error-prone) the project performs human computation by implementing
software for crowdsourcing semantic annotations. However, other than existing approaches to human
computation the planned project will integrate the expertise of humanists who guarantee a higher level of
semantic consistence of annotations of literary data.
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Semi-Automatic Literary Studies: a Novel Paradigm of Machine Learning: Because of the complexity of literary data and the novelty of its computer-based exploration, standard methods in machine learning cannot be straightforwardly applied to it. Rather, exploring this data requires a close coupling of human and machine learning. Facing this challenge, the planned project offers significant progress in computing in the humanities by elaborating this coupling. It focuses on methods which seamlessly integrate
the expertise of still unrelated areas, that is, literary interpretation (as being completely human-based so
far) and text mining (as a computer-based method rarely based on human feedback). This interdisciplinary
integration will be groundbreaking as it does not simply bridge two unrelated areas, but develops a new
paradigm of machine learning. Its integral part is a bootstrapping mechanism which combines unsupervised machine learning with human-based text understanding in a crowdsourcing scenario.
The LiMES Desktop – Interfacing Scholars and Readers

The basic presentation interface of this project is the LiMES desktop and data management system. Its
development comprises three major tasks: The software architecture for the LiMES desktop, the data
management layer and the interface itself with its various possible views for different media, users, and
approaches to the text.
The software architecture of LiMES will be based on a three-tier model (persistent storage – application
logic – interface level). An open source content management framework that supports Web 2.0 technologies for interface modelling and which is based on standard database technology will be used so that
project resources can focus on the innovative functions of the LiMES desktop (hyperlinking, different
interface views). An additional layer is given by the integration of Web 2.0-based collaboration features
(text / media integration and annotation). In terms of software architecture, this means adding a Web 2.0
mashup layer on top of the “traditional” three tier core architecture.
Data Management for the LiMES desktop (and for the project as a whole) starts from a “focus and context” viewpoint with a corpus of ‘primary’ (matrix) text, i.e. Kafka’s work in this case, with all other data
and media layers having relations (typed hyperlinks) with that primary layer. Technically, data management will be done using standard RDBMS technology. The additional data layers comprise secondary
textual material (e.g. books or articles Kafka has read) as well as project, group and user (reader) specific
texts and media. At the same time, results from text mining analyses and cooperatively generated knowledge structures have to be integrated. Library and information services (search in external resources) can
be added generically as well as in a user or project specific way. Additionally, usage-oriented metadata has
to be stored so that each user or group may easily load their specific view, media configuration, and (information) service portfolio into their version of the LiMES desktop. Project, group or reader specific
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additions can be loaded dynamically into the users’ workspace. Thus, each group, project or reader can
create, use, and publish an individual cooperative workspace.
The complexity of hypertextual relations as well as of the different data and media layers integrated in the
LiMES desktop calls for different presentation modes. Different text-centric views allow for presenting
primary text along with interrelated (textual) material (cross references, secondary texts) in micro- and
macroscopic views. Search interfaces provide search facilities in the different data layers as well as in
external information and library services. “Analytic views” integrate results from text mining analyses (see
above) and give users the possibility of triggering, controlling and visualising such analyses themselves.
Finally, the integration of various additional media (photography, maps, scanned documents, digital movie
material) calls for an additional presentation mode. A map-oriented interface giving annotation and media
integration functions (comparable to those used in geo tagging platforms) allows for an innovative way of
presenting literary texts in multi media contexts.
The innovative software architecture, multiple modes of presentation and interaction as well as dynamic
service integration promise a working environment that goes far beyond the state of the art in computerbased philology. The coupling with recent research in text mining, ontology management and integration
of social software approaches (tagging systems, Wikis) will result in a new paradigm of scholarly work
and interaction with a focus on cooperation and flexible dynamic views on complex networks of literary
text and media.

The Innovative Potential of LiMES

The rich innovative potential of the LiMES platform is based on an informational logic situated beyond
the opposition between a mere enhancement of a biblionomic space by digital means (the rationale of
computer philology) and a post-biblionomic space resulting in an empty culture of interrelated text snippets – as outlined in Maurer’s dystopic study (Maurer e.a., 2007). In the transbiblionomic space opened up
by LiMES, a digital workspace is used to present print text as an integral part of the intermedia network
‘around 1900’. While in this transcription to the digital medium the biblionomic features of print literature
are well preserved, its potential to operate beyond the framework of the book – a major stake of aesthetic
experimentation in literary modernity, and, as argued above, a first priority challenge for its digital remediation – is opened up on the level of the object as well as of the research process. Departing from here we
see four major trajectories for innovation:
1. A new cultural technique of accessing, using, and enriching literary text. In the LiMES environment,
literary texts are no longer reduced to objects of interpretation, but can be used as tools to explore knowledge and reflect on it, i.e. as a medium, and not just as an object, of cultural memory. In turn, well acquainted habits of reading can be observed and reassessed from this new point of view, resulting in an
8

increased consciousness of the cultural uses of text in general. In his way, LiMES will enable users to
make the best possible use from the fact that in increasing amounts of texts, and acts of text usage, are
already available/taking place in the digital medium. LiMES therefore is the first adequate response to the
challenge of the new medial ontology of text.
2. A new informational logic of literary scholarship: the LiMES desktop will enable literary scholars, for
the first time in the history of the field, to explore empirically and manage computationally of the complex
and open intertextual space of a literary text. On this basis, exchange between literary text and cultural
context must no longer be either repressed (the poststructuralist option) or underscored (the cultural studies option), but can be reflected at the level of a theory of intermediality. At the same time, enabling the
decentralized collaboration of scholars with various disciplinary, cultural, and career backgrounds, LiMES
will provide a technical basis to overcome the corresponding limitations of perspective and encourage an
ongoing comparison of and reflection on the usage of theories, methods, and expertise in the field of
literary studies.
3. Due to its well reflected design and deployment of human intelligence and artificial intellegence in the
service of literary studies, this project will lead to significant progress in the architecture of information
systems and in software development in the humanities. Three important fields of research in computer
science and computational linguistics – text mining, declarative ontology modelling, and cooperative
social software will converge in a innovative working environment that will have significant impact on
future literary, media, and cultural studies. The networked interactive media space of LiMES shall serve as
a model for numerous projects of similar complexity.
4. Kafkabureau.net will not only serve as a paradigmatic challenge for the development of the LiMES
technology, but will, by the end of the five year project period, constitute a groundbreaking achievement
of its own right. The first web portal of its kind world wide, kafkabureau.net will present the work of an
author of German language and of global rank and outreach within its specifically Central European cultural context. As this context will be structured and made accessible on the basis of the poetological concept of intertextuality (and the core concept of poetic gestures), poetology, media theory, cultural studies,
and digital research technology will be integrated to open a whole new view on Kafka’s work: In an area
of crucial significance for the political and cultural history of Europe, and in an era of the emergence of a
new medial foundation of society, politics, and culture, we will learn to observe, and to use, this unique
achievement in modern writing within the framework of an information theory of social and cultural
diversity.
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